Dear Faculty, Directors and Department Heads,

We learned recently that the MSU Bookstore has updated their organizational structure for course textbooks. For new MSU students this likely will not be an issue, but you may receive questions from returning students who are not yet familiar with the Bookstore’s new, updated textbook system.

The updated Bookstore textbook system provides a range of options for students to acquire their textbooks using a systematic, organized approach, summarized as follows:

1. BEFORE visiting the MSU Bookstore, students should:
   - Obtain their class schedule with course and section numbers.
   - Go to https://www.msubookstore.org/adoption-search to create a booklist for their courses.

2. AFTER preparing their booklist, including authors’ last names, a student can visit the Bookstore in-person and locate their textbooks organized alphabetically by authors’ last names.
   - OR-
     A student can use their booklist to place an ONLINE order for either in-store pickup or residence hall delivery.

No action is necessary on your part, other than to share this information with students as appropriate to help make textbook purchasing a little easier.

Please contact Chad Schreier at chadschreier@montana.edu if you have additional questions about the MSU Bookstore textbook process.

Thank you,